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Dear Mildred~ 
As a follow up to last year's meetings on women 
and funding, I am pleased to send you this special 
issue of The Tribune, "Women and Funds". We 
particularly draw your attention to p.44 which 
outlines the Women$hare Project, an outgrowth 
of the June '85 meetings. Given your interest 
in funding for women's projects, we are interested 
in your response to this newsletter as well as 
any ideas you may have for future activities. 
,4~ 
Alice Quinn 
Tornado de Newroots/C0111T1unity Press Features - Adaptado por Grace Jung, IWTC 
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Mobilizing ... organizin g . .. advocating ... and providing services for women re quires hard 
work . . . and money. In this issue, IWTC explores some of the obsta~les faced by women's 
organizations as we seek to consolidate and expand sources of f1nanc1ny for our pr og rantnes 
and networks . We look at the response of the funding institutions to the increased 
recognition of women's roles in development and, in particular, the kind and level of 
support they have provided during this past UN Decade for Women . We also look at changes 
made within the funding institutions brought about in part by concerted pressure from 
women both within and outside of the institutions . And in looking to the future, we 
highlight some donor ayencies' commitment to women and development . 
Clearly, when we talk about women and funding we are talking about more than becoming more 
effective fundraisers . We are talking about change and the nature, process and pattern of 
development itself since, to some degree, "where the money goes, so goes development." We 
explore some of the alternative development approaches put forth by women worldwide and 
conclude with a section on the need for dialogue as well as examples of some initiatives 
which have emerged from dialogue . 
This newsletter by no means covers all the major issues nor does it provide an in-depth 
analysis . We do hope it serves as a "starting point" for furthur discussion and dialogue. 
Your comments and suggestions for future materials related to this t opic would be greatl y 
apprec iated . 
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WOMEN AND FUND$ 
THE TRIBUNE 41:33/,4, 1986 
A WALK Tf-1.ROUGH-TME GONTENTS 
This issue of the newsletter provides wide-ranging perspectives on obstacles and 
initiatives related to. women's access to funding. Below is an illustrated "quick 
reference" guide to the major funding issues covered in the following pages ... 
OVERVIEW OF 
FUNDING RESOURCES 
p. 4-5 
T~IS I~ C.REl,T .1 
WE'RE B.EINC. 
ftEC.OC.IJI-Z.EC> ! 
WOMEN'S EXPERIENCES 
WORKING IN DEVELOPMENT 
p. 20-24 
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REDEFINING 
DEVELOPMENT 
p. 39-41 
♦ 
2c 
SPEAKING OUT 
ON FUNDING 
p. 6-14 
5' 
MAKING CHANGES WITH-
IN FUNDING INSTITUTIONS 
p. 25-33 
THE NEED FOR 
DIALOGUE 
p. 42-43 
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO 
GENERATING INCOME 
p. 15-19 
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p. 44-47 
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Bilateral 
funding agreements 
are made between the development 
agency of a "donor" country and the 
government of another country. Countries 
seeking funds submit their list of pro-
jects directly to the donor country's de-
velopment agency. Some donor countries pro-
vide smaller funds directly to non-govern-
mental organizations without requiring 
the approval of the government of that 
country. These funds are generally avail-
able through the donor country's r epre-
sentative in-country. There are also 
special funds administered by 
Women in Development and/or 
NGO departments in donor 
countries. 
Private 
organizations 
and agencies are much 
ike foundations, except 
hat in most cases, they 
re more able to provide 
technical and project 
development assis-
tance than 
funding. 
c.\-\v~ c H-~s 
Many 
church agencies 
~ 
i\l.J\iERAl 
\)\, 
~ Multilateral 
funding comes from the 
United Nations or any of its 
specialized agencies, and is bas-
ed on agreements made between the 
agency and the government of a 
country. Each government prepares 
a list of projects for which it 
is seeking financial support. 
These projects may be sponsor-
ed by either the govern-
ment or a non-govern-
mental organization. 
(NGO) 
0tlDAT1otv 
r° Foundations s 
generally have very 
specific purposes and pri-
orities, and it is important 
to find out about these before 
a funding submission is made. 
Some foundations have local 
country representatives, who 
have special funds 
available for projects 
and programmes worldwide, 
but it important to find 
out what each agency's 
priority area is be-
fore submit ting 
will be able to give infor-
mation on what their found-
ation can fund, and how 
to go about preparing 
your proposal. 
your project 
proposal. 
~PEAKING OYT ON FUNDING ... 
liiUB~ AND OB6TACLE.~ 
Raising money can be difficult, time-consuming, and frustrat~ng. Ask anyone. 
For women's organizations, with fewer resources and less exper,e~ce, the task is 
doubly difficult. Does it always have to be that way? For a variety of reasons 
there have been few opportunities for frank discussion between those seeking and 
those giving funding. In addition, there is comparatively little writing or 
research available on this issue to provide a basis for reflection, analysis 
and resolution of the obstacles. As a result, changes that could be made 
rarely are. Among the obstacles experienced in seeking funds that perhaps merit 
more attention are the following: 
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The lack of reliable sources of in-
formation on which agencies provide funds 
and what their primary interest areas are. 
Most of the funding agency directories 
listing international sources of financial 
support are out of print or are out of 
date and therefore do not reflect current 
priorities of the agency. Those direc-
tori:s that do exist are primarily in 
English and therefore not accessible to 
non-English-speaking groups. 
The apparent need to mold the project 
to meet the donor's requirements rather 
than the donor molding the aid to meet 
the needs of the people. 
The difficulty in matching an 
organization's priorities with those set 
by the funding agency sometimes prompts a 
gro~p to propose projects not in line with 
their own needs but rather in areas seen 
as of particular interest to the donor 
agency. F~r example, one study describing 
the _experience of a woman's group in 
Zambia reports: 
" I .·•· n_ r:sponse to various visiting 1nt~rmed1ar1es suggestions they changed 
their a· • ' a se _,ms several times, from working as 
th wing group to earn income for 
(&o ~ACk f e~s:l~es, to establishing pre-school 
To THE ac,l,ties, to building a health center." 1 
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~PEAKING OUT ON FUNDING ... 
The need to constantly propose new ideas for programmes rather than 
focus their efforts on existing projects and long-term organizational 
programmes . 
"The focus of donors on short-term projects rather than long-term 
programmes has seriously limited the achievement of sustained 
development efforts. Development is a process which must involve a 
great deal of participation in the identification and analysis of 
needs and in the planning and implementation of projects. If this 
process is hastened or curtailed, the 'results' are short-1 i ved." 2 
The lack of skills required to write proposals and to write the 
reports necessary to fulfill project reporting requirements. 
"The fact that most poor rural women lack the kinds of skills needed 
to formulate effective proposals and communicate with potential donors 
comp~icates the _donor and intermediary agencies' difficulties in 
helping them desiyn appropriate strategies." 3 
The lack of available funding to cover the cost of staff time required 
to gatRer information and to prepare the reports necessary for the 
development of projects. 
"Do~ors view the major constraint on their support of proyrammes and 
proJects • .. as_the lack of detailed information in proposals. 
Ho~e~er, compensat~on for costs implementers incur while planning and 
writing ~roposals is almost never offered . Once funding is granted 
donors find that both the reportin of th , · , ' activities and the f. . 1 9_ e programmes or proJect s inancia accounting are inade t rJ th l funding agencies seldo t . 1 qua e. ,ever e ess, their part in rnonitori~r, ~rndan imp :menters ~u~g:tary assistance for 
:, reporting on activities." 4 
The ~r:quency with which funding for a . . . 
provision of foreign personnel ("d 1 proJect is linked to the with pro visions for supporting th eve ?me~t experts") rather than 
organization's own personnel. e pro essional development of the 
While few oryanizations would openly b. 
perso~nel for fear of jeopardizin ° Je~t to th: presence of foreign 
questionable given their own ne dg their f~nding, many find this 
development and the lack of mo es ~~ provide training for staff 
Accor~ing to one report, "Dono/e~ ava~ able _to support this effort. 
ten times as much to provide 1 9:nc~es estimate that it costs them expert as it does to train one 1 ogi1
st ical support to one expatriate 
oca person overseas." s 
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THE EXPERIENCE OF 
FOR NEWLY EMERGING WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS, RAISING FUNDS IS EVEN HARDER .•• 
Raising money for projects is a difficult process at many times, but for groups 
that have been in existence for only one or two _years, _there are special 
obstacles that make it even more difficult. Below 1s a list of some of the 
problems these groups confront. 
THE 
C.9HDITIOM 
Many newly emerging women's 
groups are understaffed, de-
pend almost entirely on vol-
unteer labour, and frequent-
ly, their office is in a mem-
ber's house with inadequate 
storage and working space. 
New groups do not have a his-
tory of "successful" projects 
with which to convince donors 
that the organization and its 
projects are viable. 
New women's groups lack con-
tacts with donor agency repre-
sentatives and often are inex-
perienced in requirements of 
proposal and letter writing, 
which are the first steps in 
approaching an aid agency. 
HOW THIS AFFECTS 
FUHDRAISIMG 
Time to write proposals and visit with funders is 
limited since there are too few staff even to im-
plement the programme. Space to collect, analyze 
and respond to information about funding possibi-
lities is also insufficient, so that even when a 
group learns of a possible donor there may not be 
time or space to respond appropriately. 
Donors are reluctant to be the first to fund a 
project or organization, because they have no 
assuran~e of the group's capability to carry out 
the proJect or to administer the funds properly. 
Without ~ersonal contact, solicitations 
agency will frequently be given a lower 
Proposals and letters that do not meet 
of the agency will often be rejected or 
to a donor 
priority. 
standards 
ignored. 
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Women's groups around the world have confronted these types of problems and have 
tried to seek practical solutions which will allow them to continue their 
programmes while raising monies. Below are some examples of responses: 
PO~&IBLE 
~OLUTION~ 
Make the ra1s1ng of monies to hire at least one full-time person a 
priority. Once hired, this person should devote a regular portion of 
her time (probably from 25% - 35%) to establishing contact with donors 
and generating proposals to raise monies. 
While your project may not have a track record, the people who work in 
it, either as volunteers or paid staff, probably have had relevant· ex-
perience. Stress the experience of members and be certain to include 
bio-data in all documentation. Statements by people the project has 
assisted or articles in local newspapers about the organization also 
help to convince donors that the group is credible. 
Use every possible resource at your disposal to establish personal 
contact. Volunteers from donors countries - such as CUSO, Peace Corps, 
and Danish volunteers - may be one way of creating personal linkages. 
Talk to other groups in your country that have raised money and ask 
them to share contacts when an agency representative is traveling 
through on field visits. Be on the lookout for seminars or workshops 
on proposal writing and fundraising. 
rt 
THE EXPERIENCE OF it W 
TME 
~~HDITIOH 
Newly emerging women's organi-
zations are frequently formed 
in response to newly emerging 
needs. 
Many newly formed women's or-
ganizations need to define and 
re-define their purposes, pro-
grammes and future directions. 
The priority for most newly 
formed women's groups is im-
plementing progranme activi-
ties with women in the com-
munity or country. 
HOW THIS AFJ'ECTS 
FUHDRAISIMG 
Donors from outside the country sometimes depend 
upon research and opi~io~s of_their field staff in 
determining what priority issues for funding 
should be. Frequently, newly emerging needs are 
not supported by adequate documentation and may be 
difficult for outside field staff to recognize. 
A proposal submitted by a new group may reflect 
their decisions at the early stages of their 
formation. By the time the proµosal is being 
considered seriously, the new group may have re-
defined what is important for them and their 
constituents. 
When implementing the programme is the priority 
(~s it should be) and staffing is inadequate, the 
time required for writing proposals and making 
contact with donor agencies may be handled hastily 
and without full regard to detail. 
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PO~&IBLE 
aOLUTIOH~ 
Collect newspaper articles, research reports, university papers and 
any other documentation you can find that discusses the needs to which 
your group is responding. Include copies of these as annexes in the 
proposals you send to donor agencies. 
Try to hold meetings to clarify your purposes and programmes prior to 
sending out your proposals. Make sure your entire group understands 
which parts of the programme you are soliciting funds for. If your ob-
jectives or projects do change, notify donors to whom you have sent 
proposals as soon as possible. 
Make one person responsible for coordinating all proposals sent to 
donor agencies. (This does not mean that she has to write all pro-
posals, but she should check for consistency and attention to re-
quirements.) Have proposals and other written material sent to donors 
carefully proofread by at least 3 members or the organization. 
J 
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THE E.XPERIENGE OF 
NEW WOMEN'~ GROUP~ 
T-Hf SEARCH ;:oR 'fUNI>S • • • 
The search for funding is an on-going concern for most women's organizations. 
For many new groups, available financial resources are few: money raised from 
small fundraisers, from members, and perhaps, free space and/or the use of 
equipment. We become experts at "making do" and "doing a lot with a little". 
Our most valuable and consistent resource is the countless hours of volunteer 
time given by women. 
However, we reach a point in 
our organization's "life" 
where we must build a solid, 
diversified funding base 
capable of supporting our 
existing activities and 
allowing us to create new 
possibilities. 
• 
Our time is then increasingly spent 
researching and contacting potential 
donors, documenting the "need", writing 
proposals and then, when we do get 
fu~ded, compiling project reports. We 
rai~e funds, administer programmes, 
t~ain ~eaders, organize activities, keep 
f1nanc1al records and actively lobby for 
change ... all at the same time! 
And f~r_those groups with a primary concern for 
o~ga~1zing women and advocating for change, it is 
difficult to find funders willing to support our 
efforts. We ask ourselves: "Isn't there any 
money that doesn't come with all this work? We 
do~•~ have enough time anymore to do wh~t we 
originally set out to do. Is there something we 
can ~o to d:crease our dependence on donor 
agencies and give us more independence?" 
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DIFFERENT APPROACHE~ 
TO C:IENERATIH6 INC.OME 
When women's groups decide to develop a plan for generating income, they 
generally intend to generate all or part of their project budget through sale of 
services or products. Most groups choose one of the two options below: 
A PLAN ... A women's legal centre may decide to col-
lect fees for legal counseling from women 
who can afford to pay on a sliding scale. 
Develop a plan to charge a price ~ 
for products or services that are 
already offered as part of the __________________ ...:,_ _ 
ongoing service project. 
Develop a product or service un-
related to their project which they 
believe they can market and sell at 
a profit to generate income to 
support their prograrrrne. 
HOMf.-M~Pf. 
IC f• CR~ ~M 
A group that provides training to low-
income women in using video, may decide 
that they will try to rent or sell the 
videos produced by the different groups. 
A women's health advocacy group may decide 
to sell ice cream in local neighborhoods 
to generate income for their project. 
A women's theatre group may decide to open 
a cafe in the capital city as a means of 
earning income. 
PLEASE NOTE: We are not referriny, in this section, to women's "productive" 
projects, such as handicraft cooperatives or poultry raising projects, which 
have income-generation as a primary objective. Rather, we are concentrating on 
the dilemma faced by women's service, advocacy, cultural and activist projects, 
the primary objective of which is social or political change, rather than direct 
financial benefit to a specific group of women. 
EXAMPLES 0 F WOMEN'S GROUPS J~I~ 
1 
3 
4 
SI MUJER, a women's centre, is one of the 
few non-profit organizations in the coun-
try that has financed its programme by 
charging monthly payments for training 
courses that women in the conmunity attend 
and from health counseling services. All 
clients pay some fee, but there is a 
sliding-scale so that low-income women pay 
minimum costs, while middle and upper-
income women pay a higher rate. The 
directors of SI MUJER initiated the scheme 
when the centre was founded so as to avoid 
dependency on foreign donors. (For more 
information: SI MUJER, Aptdo Aereo 2932, 
Ca 1 i, Colombia) 
~f\Rl&BEAH 
The Women and Development (WAND) Unit 
provides techn_ical assistance, training 
and communications support to women 
throughout the region. One strategy it 
has employed in an effort to break its 
dependency on donors, is to try to build 
a $100,000 "flexible fund" by charging 
foreign donors and non-governmental 
2 
Fl~I 
The City Counci 1 leased 
land in Suva to the YWCA 
at nominal rent to build 
a community centre. The 
YWCA decided to add an 
extra floor, with space 
for approximately twelve 
rooms, which they could 
rent for profit. The 
floor was in addition to 
the ongoing programme and 
residential areas. With 
good management and a 
prime location in down-
town Suva, they have 
therefore been able to 
generate income for their 
ongoing programmes for 
girls and young women. 
(For more information: 
YWCA, Box 534, Suva, 
Fiji) 
groups for consultancy services. WAND has already been able to save more than 
half the targeted amount. One problem it has encountered is that many outside 
agencies require that expatriates and/or their own nationals act as con-
sultants. (For more information: WAND Unit, Univ. of the West Indies Pinelands 
St. Michael, Barbados) ' ' 
Women Make Movies began in 1971 as a training centre where neighbor-
hood women could learn to make films and videos about their lives. As 
funding for this service became more difficult to find the organiza-
tion b~gan to function as a distribution service for ~omen producers 
worldwide. It no~ generates .more than 50% of its budget through sales 
and rentals of f~lm~ and videos to universities, film festivals, and 
other g~oups. This income ~upports WMM's ongoing programme of techni-
cal _assistance to women fi~rrrnakers and to community groups seeking 
~edia th~t present alternat)ve and positive images of women. (For more 
information: Women Make Movies, 225 Lafayette St., New York, NY USA) 
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There are a variety of reasons for developing a plan to generate all or part of 
your group's income. Do any of these apply to you? 
Does our group want to build a "fund" which_ can _be used for 
projects that are difficult to find outside financing for or to 
cover administrative costs which are not usually covered by donor 
agencies? 
Do we need monies which can be used to respond to immediate needs 
of the groups we work with, rather than having to wait until a 
proposal is written, submitted and approved? 
Do we feel the need to reduce dependency on outside donors and 
gain greater control over our project? Are we afraid that funding 
for our project wi 11 end suddenly, leaving a sudden gap for the 
people who our project serves? 
Does our group want to decrease the time spent writing proposals, 
monitoring funds, and reporting back to grantmakers? 
Does our organization need to develop a plan for self-sufficiency 
in order to satisfy the requirements for funding from a particular 
agency? 
VES NO 
All of the reaso~s above may be an important motivation for trying to think of a 
way ~o gener~te income ... ~UT, can women's groups, whose primary purpose is to 
provide services to low-income women, afford to dedicate time and energy to 
generating revenue? Can they afford not to? 
" ... one must recognize that the expectation that 
~ome~•s development projects can become self-financ-
ing is not usual~y applied to other similar projects 
: .. Government pro~ects and programmes which provide ser-
vices to P?Or o~ disadvant~ged groups are not expected to 
be self:financing. Extension services in agriculture, 
co11111unity development, adult education (etc ) 
11 "d f •... are usua Y pa~ or ~ut of revenues from taxation or 
fr om foreign assistance. It is unreal i stic to 
expect NGOs w1th no such sources of income 
to become self-financing." 6 
Peggy Antrobus, WAND Unit, Barbados 
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If you answered yes to the questions on the opposite page, you may be thinking 
that it is time to consider ways of generating income. But, it is also important 
to consider the requirements of developing and implementing such a plan. Can you 
answer "yes" to any of the questions below? 
Do any of the people in our organization have entrepreneurial 
skills or experience in marketing, management, pricing, etc.? If 
not, do we have funds to hire people with these skills? 
Are there enough women in our group to meet the demands of the 
current programme? Are they adequately paid? If not, will they be 
able to take time from programme activities to devote to building 
a business venture? 
Is there another non-profit group in our area that has already 
tried to develop a profit-making venture as part of their pro-
gramme? Will we be able to talk to them about their experiences 
and learn fr om their mista kes? If not, who will we talk to about 
commercial skills? Will people with experience in the commercial 
world understand the complexities of operating a profit -making 
business in a non-profit organization? 
Have we considered the amount of paperwork required to track 
sales, income, production, customers, etc . ? Wi 11 the paperwork 
required be even more burdensome than that required from donor 
agencies for monitoring grants? 
VES NO 
This is just a beginning list of some of the obstacles that women's groups 
should consider before launching a profit-making initiative within their 
existing programme. So, even if you have answered yes to all of the questions on 
the previous page, a full list of negative answers on this page should make you 
think very carefully about expending a lot of time and energy trying to gene rate 
income. Maybe you should consider other alternatives . • • 
Z'1 
ENCOUR~GE.I> BY 
RHETOR..I~ 
I~ C:.R£ASE.P RECO G, ~ fTION ... 
The importance of women's organizations in development is increasingly 
recognized by the major development institutions. For example: 
"UNICEF has recognized the importance of working through 
women's organizations at the national and grassroots level 
and reinforcing these to a greater capacity so as to 
mobilize women around social and health issues ... The 
benefits of women's organizations are manifold. For those 
women usually allocated passive roles in the world outside 
and/or inside the household, becoming part of an organized 
group raises women's consciousness about themselves and 
enables them to reflect more keenly on how they relate to 
the larger society. It encourages reformulation of a 
w~m~n's concept of herself as a woman, as a wife, as a 
c1t1zen, as a person - fostering self confidence and the 
courage to venture into the new or expanded roles demanded 
of women everywhere." 7 
James Grant, Executive Director, UNICEF 
In an inter-organizational study of 14 UN agencies prepared by UNDP, women's 
organizations are viewed as ... 
... able to direct resources to women and 
mon~tor and eva)uate women's progress in 
proJects and within governmment policies 
and programmes 
... able to influence policy-makers and 
planners 
... able to serve as effective vehicles for 
change 
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How much money is actually going towards women's organizations and women's 
prograrrrnes ..• take a look at the financial track record ot several major de-
velopment assistance agencies: 
z 
4 
The UNDP inter-organizational study reports that only 3.5% 
of the total projects fLlnded by different UN agencies were 
designed exclusively for women and these projects received 
only 0.2% of the total budget allocation. a 
In the Food and Agriculture Organization's (FAQ) Rural 
Development Prograrrrne, the share devoted to women's pro-
grammes increased from 7.5% in 1980-1981 to 7.8% in 
1984-1985. 9 
The Women in Development Fund of the Australian Development 
Assistance Bureau (ADAB) represents .05% of the total aid 
budget for 1985-1986. 10 
UNDP spent 1% of its 1984-1985 budget for the Advancement 
of Women in it's Sectoral Advisory Services of the Regular 
Prograrrrne of Technical Co-operation. The other 9 sectors 
received the balance ..• 99%. 11 
When it comes to the question of women, all countries are "developing" 
countries. The lack of financial resources to support women's organizing 
efforts around issues identified by women is a worldwide phenomenon. 
NOW WE 
NEED 
SUPPORT 
Atv D 
FU~ DS ! 
"Group success for women is 
hindered by limited resources 
compared to other groups. For 
example, less than one percent of 
U.S. foundation's grant funding 
went to feminist groups, a far cry 
from the percentage granted to 
established civil rights groups." 12 
The entry of women and women's organizations as active participants into the 
mainstream development arena has not always been met by an open door policy. The 
issue is far more than identifying and securing funding. It has to do with what 
happens along the way and once you get there. For many women, whether they are 
working in women-specific -organizations or are responsible for women's 
programmes within other local and national development organizations, the 
obstacle course continues. In conversations and written commentaries with women 
working in different programme areas worldwide, our collective experience 
suggests that when we are talking about women's programmes, we face a different 
set of expectations. Which leads us to the question ... why? 
i 
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... to prepare and present more 
detailed information and research 
regarding the needs of women we are 
working with than appears to be 
required for other projects? 
... to acnieve success with our 
projects in less time than our 
colleagues working on similar 
programmes that are not identified 
as women specific? 
..• to achieve success with fewer 
personnel and financial resources 
~han _i~dividuals and groups not 
1dent1f1ed as working on behalf of 
women? 
... to consider men's feelings when 
raising issues about women's 
concerns when men are never asked 
to show the same respect regarding 
women's feelings? 
•.. to present one proposal or 
programme approach responding to 
women's needs within a community or 
country which assumes that women 
are a homogenous group or that 
there is ,2. woman's issue? (When in 
fact, all issues are women's 
issues). 
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WOME.N 1~ lXPlilENCEI WOiltlNG 
IN DE.VE.LOPMEhlT 
... to participate in planning 
meetings that deal with health and 
education issues (when we are 
asked) but rarely in meetings that 
deal with economic and tech-
nological development issues? 
W£ WOULD 1.IK£ TO 
"'~I<-. ... 
... why, if it is argued that most 
development programmes that help 
men also help women, is it not 
argued that development that is 
good for women is also good for 
men? 
... why is the failure of one 
women's prograrrme or organization 
used to prove the point that all 
women's programmes or organizations 
are incapable of succeeding in 
certain roles or in certain areas? 
... why is it that when we do 
succeed we are then encouraged to 
integrate our efforts into inte-
grated programmes and organi-
zations? 
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'W£ WOUl.t> .LI KE TO 
""'~ K ..• 
... why is there so much interest in 
integrating family planning com-
ponents into women's programmes and 
not a similar interest in inte-
grating it into programmes directed 
primarily towards men? 
... why are women criticized for 
only thinking "small scale" when 
they are rarely given the resources 
to act on the "big scale." 
.•• why is there anything wrong with 
acting on a "small scale" as long 
as the vision is "big scale." 
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As we move beyond the Decade, the question of concer n t o ma ny is . • . what are our 
options and where do we go from here? 
"It is critically important that international funders 
continue to search out and supp~rt _women's development 
organizations. Since these organ1zat1ons have come into 
their own only during the past decade, any declining 
interest in women's problems would be both unfortunate and 
untimely." 13 '' 
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MAKING CHANG£~ WITHIN 
FUNDING IN6TITUTION~ 
A CALL 'FOR. ""C-TI ON ... 
C.OPtNHA6~N 
1980 
NAlRO.Bl 
1985 
"The decade and this Plan of Action call for a 
clear commitment on the part of the interna-
tional community to accord importance and pri-
ority to measures to improve the status of women, 
both as a means of achieving the goals of social 
progress and development and as an end to itself." 
DECLARATION OF MEXICO ON THE EQUALITY OF WOMEN 
AND THEIR CONTRIBUTION TO DEVELOPMENT, 1975 
(This conference) • •• Aware of the importance of 
multilateral and bilateral development assistance 
prograITT11es in the development process ••• Appeals to 
both recipients and donors to ensure that the 
interests of women are taken into account in all 
development programmes and projects and that such 
prograITT11es and projects do not adversely affect 
women." 
WORLD CONFERENCE OF THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR 
WOMEN: EQUALITY, DEVELOPMENT AND PEACE, 1980 
"The need for women to participate fully in 
political processes and to have an equal share of 
power in guiding development efforts and in 
benefiting from them should be recognized." 
FORWARD-LOOKING STRATEGIES FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF 
WOMEN, 1985 
MAKING CHAN6£~ WITHIN 
FUNDIN6 IN~TITUTIOH~ 
MlcKING P0.L.lCY ... Tff£ fl~ST STEP 
The designation of 1975 as International Women's Year reflected a growing re-
alization on the part of the world community of the need to address and re-
dress the centuries of discrimination experienced by women. The response to the 
Declaration of Mexico City was varied. In some instances, governments had 
established women and development policies prior to 1975. In other cases, formal 
recognition of the role women play in development was a long time coming. The 
formulation of policies, in some cases, regarding foreign assistance and its 
impact on women provided the basis for a series of radical and far-reaching 
changes within the funding community. Countries that have formulated women and 
development policies include: 
19 f.>4 
1980 
1984 
IWEDEN 
Supporting women in developing countries through aid was approved by 
the Swedish Parliament in 1964 after Ambassador Inga Thorsson 
travel led through Africa and wrote in her report that "development was 
leaving women by the wayside". 
The USA policy on women and development is based on the 1973 Percy 
Amendment to the F~reign Assistance Act. It was amended in 1977 and 
restated to recognize women's roles in "economic production family 
support, and the o vera 11 deve 1 opment process 11 • ' 
THE NETHERLANDS 
The Netherl~nds adopted specific policies relat· to women in 
development ,n 1975 I 1980 • mg · n , a spec,a 1 memorandum on women and 
development was presented to Parliament This d f the 
basis of the present policy of the Nethe.rl d memoran um now orms ans government. 
AU~TRAI..IA 
Australia's 1984 polic do · on Women in Develo men{" cume~t, entitled "Guidelines and Procedures 
that greater atten~ion ~il~u~l,ne~dprocedures to be followed to ensu~e 
policy on women in develop,· e pa, _to the effect of Australia's aid 
ng countries. 
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1. RE~OLUTIONS: 
Of the many initiatives undertaken to move policy into practice, the passage 
of resolutions committing institutions to direct their efforts towards 
ensuring that women are involved as planners and as implementers as well as 
beneficiaries of development efforts was seen as a major victory. But, the 
struggle is not so easily won. Too often, resolutions are used as "window 
dressing" ... they give the appearance of change without really changing 
anything. 
2. .. C:,U I J>ELINE~: 
The need to effect change in how and for 
whom development programmes are formu-
lated prompted many agencies to prepare 
programme guidelines. These guidelines 
serve to translate the "theory" into 
concrete programme terms. 
Proyramme guidelines are essential to 
institutionalize change but are often 
misused or ignored. For example, there 
are numerous examples of the classic 
'one liner': "Following prior Head-
quarter (UNICEF) request, almost all 
countries have written 'income genera-
tion for ~omen' as a sectoral activity. 
However, in many cases, the mention of 
s~ppor~ing such activities is given one 
line with no furthur elaboration as to 
the nature and scale of the activities."14 
1-\Ell,DQUARTE R S IS ASK IN(, 
Hew OUR ROAD PROTECT 
1"1PAC.TS ON WOMEN .• , 
WHAT SHOUI.-D WE SAY 7 
___________ ___, 
There is also the "women-walk-on-the-roads" 
'women-walk-on the-roads syndrome' is a hr syndrome. For example: "The 
in Development (WID) office of USAID topd ase_used by the staff of the Women 
women's development projects received f es~~ibe_ the exaggerated reports of 
ports classified all projects as 'women ~~m e field., ?uch exaggerated re-
the population and automatically benef·t 1evelopme_nt since 'women are half 
some field offices to claim that road i . rom proJects'. This view enables 
after all, women walk on roads." 15 proJects are women's projects because, 
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MAKING CHANG£~ ... 
• • • AND C,HE.C.KLIS>TS> (;:oR T~E A-G£NCIES) 
3. C++~C.KJ..ISTS ~ 
The development of checklists for assessing the impact of development projects 
on women was one of the earliest efforts of development agencies in donor 
countries. These checklists have become very important, and are sometimes 
critical fa~tors when decisions are being made to change the policies and 
practices of agencies that are usually far removed from the actual projects 
and programmes being undertaken. 
1. Will the project hdve an effect on women's lives, status or income? 
2. If women's lives or status are going to be affected adversely, are provisions being made to 
help correct this? 
3. Are women included in the project planning team? 
4. If the project involves local participation, are women being encouraged to become involved? 
5. Are women being included when project goals, procedures and explanations are given to the 
local citizenry? 
6. Are evaluations being made of the effectiveness of the participation of women in projects? 
If especially good, or bad, are assessments being made of the causes? 
7. Are opportunities for training being made available for women? If they are not taking 
advantage of these, have the causes been examined? Are steps taken to correct these? 
8. Is consideration being given, in involving women at project levels, of the various roles of 
women? Women as family members and mothers? Women as agricultural producers? Women as 
traders and marketers? Women as community leaders? Women as educators, as purveyors of 
local traditions? 
9. Are women included on the project executing team as a means to involve local women in 
project activities? 
10. Does project evaluation include an examination of the effects of the project on local 
women? Are these beneficial or detrimental to women? If detrimental, are the causes being 
determined? What actions are planned to counter balance the harmful effects to women? 
11. Do project reports include a section on the participation of women; on effects of the 
proJect on the advancement of women? 
*Norwegian Ministry of Development Cooperation's Plan of Action. 
In the Netherlands, a separate checklist with project guidelines for women and 
development was developed in 1979. However, the Ministry found that the 
checklist was too complicated for daily use by the project officers. 
Therefore, the specific procedural instructions on women and development were 
integrated into the existing project instruction manual. 16 
NO 
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"The typical strategy of AID is regulation through handbooks, which number 
more than 30 and require three-layer bookshelves. In the WID office, a clerk 
spent a quarter of her time placing revision sheets in the various handbooks." 17 
MAKING CHANGE~ ... 
ESTA~LISHIN'7 WOMEN'$ :f"OC~L POINTS 
The creation of focal points on women and developmen~ issues within donor 
agencies has been an important initiative undertaken du~ing the UN_Decade for 
Women. Both the form and function of these focal points varr widely among 
agencies ranging from special units with a staff and operating budget to 
designated individuals and formal or informal advisory committees. While it 
continues to be argued that the creation of special units on women "can have the 
effect of marginalizing the issue and taking it out of the mainstream of 
decision-making .•• ", 1e these focal points have proven to be critical catalysts 
for change within the agency. 
WOMt.N'S fOCAJ.. ~OINTS CAN ... 
.•• serve to initiate action on behalf of women within the 
institution; 
... provide an identifiable "point of entry" for women's 
groups with no other agency contacts; 
... lend a supportive hand to groups working on projects 
not considered "mainstream" development concerns; 
... speak out on behalf of women's issues within other 
sectors of the agency; 
... support projects not viewed favorably by other sectors 
either because of size (too small) or nature (too 
controversial). 
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"The creation of WID units does not 
guarantee that effective action will 
be taken in development projects and 
other activities that are to benefit 
wom7n; a great deal of agency be-
havior_depends on the actions by 
those in c~arge of project develop-
ment and it would be almost im-
possible for a WID office to monitor 
ea~h program officer to ensure com-
pliance with agency policies." 19 ,, 
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MAKING CHANG£~ WITHIN 
FUNDIN6 IN~TITUTION~ 
C,Mt\NG,INC7 ATTITUDES 0~ THOSE WHO ])£GIDE' ... 
International organizations involved in development assistance programmes use a variety of 
"tools" to increase policymakers', planners' and practioners' understanding of the role 
women play in development and of the often negative impact of development aid on women's 
lives . Emphasis is usually placed on the importance of defining women's needs and on 
planning for (and by) women as early as possible in the project planning cycle. 
CS.ome.. e.x-amplEs of "TOOLS'' ~rE: 
J.. CASE STUI)(J;$: 
Agricultural Policy Implementation: A Case Study from Western Kenya 
This case study is a factual description of agricultural extension policy in the 
1970's on female-managed and jointly managed farms in the Kekamega District in 
Western Kenya. It analyses through interviews, surveys, observation and government 
documents, the effect of development bias against women despite women being the 
majority of farmers and food-producers in this district. Suggestions for improving 
women's access to development assistance include: outreach to women's groups, and 
alternatives to requiring land ownership as collateral for credit or for membership 
in cooperatives. 
2.. WOR.KBOOK~: 
Women in Development and the Project Cycle: A Workbook prepared by the Canadian 
lnternational Development Agency (CIDA). 
The CIDA/WID Workbook offers a process for planning, managing, monitoring and 
evaluating Canadian development assistance. It stresses the key components which must 
be considered at each stage of project development: data base development, 
consultation and participation, reporting and monitoring mechanisms and evaluation. 
The Workbook contains sections related to Country Programme Reviews as well as on 
CIDA's development assistance sectors: agriculture, education, forestry, population, 
human settlements,etc. Each section contains general information about the role and 
needs of women in that sector and raises a series of questions designed to analyze 
the participation of women and the impact of particular development projects on 
women's lives. 
3. SIMU.L.A-TION G,A-M£~: 
MANOMIYA (means 'woman farmer' in Hausa, a West African Language) 
The idea for a game was initiated in the UK by the Returned Volunteer Action (RVA) 
women's group, who felt the need for a resource to raise women and development issues 
among volunteers about to go overseas. MANOMIYA aims to illustrate how in many parts 
of Africa women play a central role in the community as farmers. It illustrates how 
development planners often fail to recognize this fact, while also assuming, 
incorrectly, that women and children will benefit automatically from projects 
directed at male heads of households in a community. 
1] 
MAKIHG 
C-++A. NG t N c, 
Women are often excluded from participation in the policy and decision-making 
process within their own institutions, even in those areas where we are most 
heavily represented. 
THt. :PROMIStS A'Rt MANY ... 
"I am deeply committed to the goal of a Secretariat staff that represents 
the highest standards of efficiency and integrity. We can achieve this 
only through systematic planning in which emphasis must be placed on 
equity, including specifically equality in the position of women. 
As an important step in this direction, a plan of recruitment 
for the next three years has been adopted." 
Javier Perez de Cuellar, Secretary General, 
United Nations, 8 March 1983, EQUAL TIME, 
Special 40th Anniversary Issue 
SUT THE 'REAl.lTY 
IS t>ISAl>'POI Hal NC:1 
In 1984, only 36 women were 
recruited, whereas 189 men 
were recruited during 
the same period. 
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Chart showing "senior officials"* in UN system _ 1984 . 0 1'ft ' 
This chart is drawn from the Directory of Seni · • 
agencies of the United Nations system publish ~r ~ffic,als of the organizations and 
Secretariat Services for Economic and Social Me in March_ 1985 by the UN Office of 
Special Anniversary issue, November 1985.) atters. (Reprinted from EQUAL TIME, 40th 
*"Senior official" refers only to UN decision-makers at top levels. 
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DONOR AG£NG\=. ~ GOMM ITME'"'T TO T+IE ~UTURE. 
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A ~OMMITMENT TO · · · 
... the human and social aspects of 
development 
"A strategy for women in develop-
ment must build on women's 
strengths, needs and interests. 
This implies a stronger focus on 
the human and social aspects of 
development. It must also ques-
tion some aspects of the economic 
and organizational models on which 
traditional development strat~gies 
are based." 20 
Norwegian Ministry of Development 
Cooperation (NORAD) 
.•. changing the inequal-
ity between men and 
women 
" .•. At the basis of all 
assistance to women must 
be the aim to address un-
derlying gender inequal-
ities on which women's 
subordinate position in 
society is based .... De-
velopment efforts which 
do not attempt to redress 
the inequalities between 
men and women, tend to 
enhance these inequali-
ties." 22 
Swedish International De-
velopment Authority(SIDA) 
• 
... the organization of women 
"The organization of women - in 
forms chosen by women, such that 
their viewpoints can find expres-
sion - should be given the fullest 
support as a means whereby women 
can obtain rights, gain control of 
their own situation and play their 
part in the design and implemen-
tation of the development pro-
cess." 21 
National Council for Development 
Cooperation, The Netherlands 
•.. the co-ordination of women in development 
efforts 
"Women's issues should be given closer attention 
in development planning, both as a general issue 
with major implications for the process of de-
velopment as a whole and as a sectoral issue, re-
quiring specific co-ordinated action in all the 
economic and social sectors (employment, agricul-
ture, rural development, industry, credit, educa-
tion and training, population, health and nutri-
tion, water and sanitation). Staff training and 
resource re-allocation will have to be part of the 
desirable policy changes. Officers and special-
ists responsible for women in development issues 
should be assigned to sectoral ministries. This 
would ensure that women's issues and concerns are 
addressed in a comprehensive, co-ordinated way." 23 
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) 
,. 
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AGAINIT ALL ODD~ 
-A: CALL fOR SOLIDARIT"r' 
'-- "We call for the solidarity of our sisters living in af-
fluent countries •.. you need to find the means to _force 
your governments to institute a more just and equitable 
economic order so that the objectives of the Decade for ' ' 
Women can someday be reached." 
Rahantavololana Razafindrakotohasina Andriamanjato, 
Madagascar, speaking at Forum '85 (Connexions, No.17/18) 
Most funding for projects in developing countries is provided by 
industrialized nations and international multilateral agencies, such 
as the United Nations. Women in the Third World are limited in their 
ability to lobby these agencies by distance, culture, and often times, 
lack of familiarity with the bureaucratic structure. Women's groups in 
the donor countries are beginning to acknowledge these obstacles and 
use their proximity to and greater familiarity with donor agencies to 
lobby on behalf of their sisters in developing countries. 
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AGAIN4T ALI. ODD~ ... 
WOMEN O~GANIZ.ING ~OR CHANG£ 
The Decade for Women has witnessed the emergence of diverse groups of 
women within and outside of funding agencies, who are working together to 
II pressure their male colleagues to be more "fiscally" responsive to women's 
, concerns. These groups are working on many fronts - gathering data, 
analyzing funding patterns, and questioning the structure of the 
international donor agency system. 
1. WOM£N IN iHE UNliI1' NATIONS ... 
FOCAL POINT FOR WOMEN IN THE BUREAU FOR PROGRAMME POLICY AND EVALUATION 
WITHIN THE UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (UNDP) 
More than 10 years of dedi- ~~ 
cated work by this "women's focal 
point" within UNDP has culminated in the ~ 
creation of a detailed plan of action for 
UNDP's support of women in the developing world, 
which has now been ar,proved by the Governing Council. 
The plan, entitled, 'Women in Development: Implementa-
tion Strate y," outlines various strategies for in-
Some of the steps proposed include: improving staff train-
ing, including the development of case studies for use in 
training on women's development issues; improving the UN's 
database of statistics on women worldwide to generate in- ' 
formation for project planning; revising the reporting 
system so that participation of women in projects 
supported by UNDP can be more easily monitored; 
increasing women's participation in round- ,. 
table meetings that discuss funding for 
least developed countries. The UNDP 
Governing Council has allocated (P 
$375,000 for the staff train-
ing programme of the 
act1on plan. ~ 
AGAIN$T ALI. ODD4 ... 
WOMEN O~GANIZ.ING fOR. CHANG£. 
2. WOMEN INSll>£ BILATERA.L DONOR AGENCIES: 
The DAC Expert Group On Women In Development 
The Organization for Economic Cooperation and _Development ~OECD), which 
consists of the majority of Western donor nations, established the DAC 
(Development Assistance Committee) Expert Group on Women in ~evelopment in 
1984. This expert group, made up primarily of the _women in development 
staff member of each of the member states of OECD, 1s a successor to the 
WID Correspondents Group, which met informally between 1979 - 1984 to 
discuss a wide range of issues regarding women's development projects and 
the effectiveness of women in development programmes within the funding 
agencies. 
The experienced agency staff that make up this group have developed a 
variety of strategies for making their own agencies more responsive to the 
needs of women's development projects. For example, as a result of the work 
of tne Expert group, the member states of OECO have accepted a set of 
guiding principles to ensure that women are included and/or benefit 
directly from projects that receive their support. They also attend DAC 
meetings on specific development issues to ensure that women's concerns are 
taken into account as policy is being made. 
For more information: Mr. Sune Ulvenholm, Secretariat, 
Assistance Committee, OECD, 2, rue Andre-Pascal, 75775 Paris 
France. 
Development 
Cedex 16, 
Women in Western countri:s arou~d the world are beginning to take their 
rol:s as advocates for ,~creasing women's share in development funding 
ser,o~s~y. Many ~re form,n~ groups to undertake activities such as: 
organizing cam~a,gns ~o influence policymakers to align official 
dev:lopment ass,stan~e with the cause of women; informing and educating 
policy make~s about issues affecting women; mobilizing support for policies 
that recognize women as equal partners in development· d · · · f h bl• , an , , n some cases, 
raising money rom t e pu ,c or the government to · d" tl t 's 
groups in developing countries. give ,rec y o women 
Some of these groups, with short descript,·ons of th · 
l . d th f 11 e,r activities, are 1ste on e o owing page. 
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AGAIN4T ALI. ODD~ ... 
WOMEN'S ADYOCAC"T' GROUP~ IN 
DONOR. C.OUNTRIE"~ 
Associazione Italiana Donne per lo 
Sv i l uppo ( AIDoS l 
Via Tagliamento 14, 00198 Rome, Italy 
AIDoS_has a three-pronged programme: 
exerting political pressure on Italian 
authorities to give priority to women's 
proj~cts in the Third World; increasing 
public and political awareness on the 
situation of women in developing count-
ries; and, planning training programmes 
and providing technical support to 
women's projects in the Third World. 
Coalition for Women in International 
Development, 2101 L St., NW 
Washington D.C. 20037 USA 
This network has the goal of informing 
and influencing U.S. policymakers about 
issues affecting women in the develop-
ing world and of mobilizing support 
throughout the country for policies 
that recognize women as equal partners 
in development. 
Council of Swedish Women for Development 
Swedish International Development 
Authority (SIDA) 
Birger Jarlsgatan 61 
S-105 25 Stockholm, Sweden 
Established by SIDA, the Council acts 
as an advisory body to SIDA and keeps 
its 11 member organizations informed 
about development cooperation pro-
grammes for women. 
Groupe d'initiative Femmes et 
Developpement (GIFED) 
29 rue Saint Armand 
75015 Paris, France 
GIFED, set up in 1984, attempts to work 
in liaison with Third World women on 
creating a new world economic order in 
which women are full partners in their 
own right. 
K.U.L.U. Women and Development 
Kobmagergade 67, 1. 
DK-1150 K. Copenhagen, Denmark 
Formed in 1976 with a feminist ideo-
logy, K.U.L.U. tries to influence na-
tional development cooperation policy 
in Denmark • 
._ __________ ~37 
MATCH International Centre 
323 Chapel 
Ottawa, Ontario KIN 7Z2 Canada 
MATCH raises funds for small projects 
(around US$5,000) of low-income women's 
groups in developing countries and 
"matches" Canadian women's groups with 
these projects. Its funds come primar-
ily from the Canadian International 
Development Agency and the Canadian 
public. It is also involved in dev-
elopment education. 
Vrouwenberaad Nederlandse OntwikkeJ.iog-
sinstanties, Postbus 11640 
2502 AP Den Haag, The Netherlands 
Working to stimulate Netherlands de-
velopment institutions to create pol-
icies that take into account the inter-
ests of women in Third World countries, 
this group is comprised of a network of 
women in development agencies. It also 
functions as an information centre for 
groups and individuals working in the 
development field. 
Women and Development Network of 
Australia {WADNA), PO Box 151 
Collingwood, Victoria 3066, Australia 
WADNA assesses the impact of govern-
mental and non-governmental policies 
and practices on women in the Third 
World and works to ensure that the 
status of women overseas and in Aus-
tralia is improved. 
Women and Third World Working Group 
43 Stapleton Road 
London SW17 SBA, UK 
This group has been established to in-
fluence policies of development agen-
cies and non-governmental organiza-
tions and to facilitate communication 
among the various groups in the UK con-
cerned with women and development. 
NOT£: for fvrth~r infor-
vY\a+ioV\ on ~V\'( 0f +"1, s ~ 
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Organized pressure to make donor count-
ry agencies more responsive to the 
needs of women is coming most directly 
from women within those donor agencies 
or donor countries. Examples of women 
in the Third World organizing together 
to put pressure on funding agencies are 
difficult to find. The reasons vary 
from reg i on to region and group to 
group and range from the fact that 
groups that are receiving funding from 
the donor agencies will not want to 
"rock the boat," to the fact that many 
groups would never take money from 
large donors, so they have no incentive 
to be involved in working for change. 
For those Third World women's groups 
who are interested in bringing about 
structural change within donor agen-
cies, here are a few questions to ask 
yourselves: 
WE A L-L- 1-+0 L- D HA 
[) ROC.k.. TOGE.Tit 
E C-AN MA/<.E 
VE';;_ 
QVE$TIONS: 'r'f.S NO 
-Have you ever considered holding a meeting with other women's 
organizations to talk about the requirements donor agencies make 
on your groups and the effects of these requirements on your 
programmes and projects? 
-Have you spoken frankly with field representatives of donor 
agencies that support your programme about your questions 
regarding their guidelines or criteria? 
-Do you ha~e any _idea how you~ government designs the country 
plan that is submitted to multilateral agencies for funding and 
if they include women's programmes within the country plan?' 
-Have you established contacts with women's advocacy groups in 
donor countries and corrrnunicated your views on priority areas 
for change? 
-Have you considered bringing together women's non-governmental 
groups in your own country to bring about and suggest new 
approaches to financing development. 
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REDEFINING DEVELOPMENT 
In the end, the issue is more than getting "our fair share". 
It is a question of what kind of society we want to build 
with the money we receive and the process we use to get 
there. As the UN Decade for Women drew to a close, women 
were no longer speaking of being "integrated into 
development." Instead, we challenged both ourselves and the 
world at large to redefine development itself. 
DE.VELOPME.HT I~ ... 
. . . a procsss of EMpowf.rmsn+ 
• • • 
"We who come from the cities and are educated and concerned 
tend to think of development as the provision of water 
supplies, health and social services. But when women from 
the villages think of improving their lives, they think of 
beco-mi ng more powerful. Development is not simply good 
hea 1th services but a process of empowerment." 24 
Sundari Ravindran ( India ) 
c:i-~a+ing a n£w tonsciousnEss 
"In the final analysis the oppression of women is a 
universal phenomenon. From this standpoint thus, it is 
possible not only to introduce feminism into the development 
process but even more critical to render development more 
feminist. 
Women have a decisive role to play in creating a new 
consciousness and a new paradigm because among all social 
groups they are the most oppressed and therefore have the 
most to gain from a radical transformation in relations 
betv,een men and women." 2s 
Marie-Angelique Savane (Senegal) 
REDIFINIKG DEVII.OPMENT 
• • • developing iftc:ligenou$ tl'lodds 
"Some of the strategies could be achieved by examining and 
developing more indigenous models of devel~pment, as 
compared to the highly industrialized, exp?rt-?riented ones 
in which women end up at the bottom. Institutional changes 
must occur as well. No longer can the family depend o~ the 
double day of women. Housework, child-rearing and inco~e 
generation must be shared by women and men. Unless this 
work is shared, women cannot ever become partners in 
development." 26 
An i ta Anand (India) 
... +he. harm of prEsEn+ cb.vElopmtn+ 
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" ... women in the so-called developed countries must look at 
their own "underdevelopment" and at how what is called 
development has harmed so many people in their own and other 
societies." 27 
Magaly Pineda (Dominican Republic) 
ini+ia+ing dialogu~s on th£ +~pt 
"No model, neither the economic growth model nor the Marxist ~ 
model, has addressed the problem of patriarchy. Society's 
acceptance of male domination and control of women by men 
has per:vaded developmen~ work'. • . . It is easier to adopt 
reformist measures like income generating projects 
educ~tion, job skills, nutrition programs, etc. than t~ 
examine the r?ot _cau~es of sexism, commercialization of 
women ~nd marginalization of _women •••. The challenge for 
women in develo~ment work lies in initiating dialogues on 
the ty~e of society _that they want and developing strategies 
to achieve these obJectives." 28 
Hema Goonatilake (Sri Lanka) 
:bt:.\Jf ~O~Mt~T S~OUJ.t) ~OT B~ L~TT ro £ x~~~TS TO 
bt.fltv£ V'H-t~T lT IS. -At--JD +tow TO DO IT ••• 
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REDIFINIMG DEVELOPMENT 
~ PRAGTl~A-.L INITIATIVE: 
- .DAWN-
( Development Alternatives with Women for a New Era ) 
"Only by sharpening the links between equality, development, 
and peace, can we show that the "basic rights" of the poor 
and the transformation of the institutions that subordinate 
women are inextricably linked." 
Development, Crisis , and Alternative Visions: 
Third World Women's Perspectives 
The DAWN group, initiated in August 1984, brings t ogether women fr om Third World 
groups and institutions to explore alternative development visions and 
strategies with an emphasis on the following perspectives: 
Recent global economic and political crises - combined with 
development policies that have shrunk and poisoned the pie available 
to the poor - jeopardize the survival of the majority of the Third 
World population and reinforce systems of male domination that limit 
women's political participation and access to economic resources . 
- The grassroots experience 
redefinition of laws, civil 
codes and other social and 
control and privilege. 
of empowering women reveals the need for 
codes, systems of property rights, labor 
legal institutions that underwrite male 
- Women's groups and or~anizations need to be recognized and supported 
financially and politically as a major vehicle for developing 
solutions for economic and social restructuring leading towards 
worldwide peace, justice and equality. 
Based on the positive response received in Nairobi, the DAWN Advisory Committee 
met in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, from February 14-21, 1986 to furthur develop the 
DAWN framework for analysis and action. 
Through participatory research on two topics ..• 
... the food, energy and debt crises in relation to women, and 
... women's visions and movements in the Third World 
DAWN hopes to link local issues to global problems and to provide a basis for 
interaction among those in the activist, training and policy spheres who are 
seeking alternative development patterns. 
For more information on DAWN and 
on how you can participate, write: 
Neuma Aguiar, IUPERJ 
Kua de Matriz 82 -Botafogo 
22260 Rio de Janeiro, R.J. 
Brazil 
Inquiries about the DAWN book, 
DEVELOPMENT, CRISIS, AND ALTERNATIVE 
VISIONS: THIRD WORLD WOMEN'S PEK-
SPECTIVES, should be sent to: . 
Monthly Review Press 
155 West 23rd St. 
New York, NY 10010 USA 
THE NEED FOR DIALOGUE ... 
Rr,Dt'f I NI NG T"E- J>ONOR/ RE.C. IPI ENT RS.LATIONS-l+f:P .. 
Just as we understand the need to question development models and str~c~u~es and 
suggest alternatives, we understand as well the need for a ~e:definition of 
giving and taking, a re-thinking of the roles of donors and recipients. 
00 0 
... we could talk openly about the problems we were having in achieving our 
project goals without worrying about whether funding would be withdrawn? 
... donors would provide us with more information about the way the 
decision-making structure within their own agencies worked, so that we could 
be more responsive to their reporting and documentation needs? 
... we could have input into project guidelines, checklists and 
methodologies, so that these monitoring processes became useful 
well as for the donor agency? 
evaluation 
for us as 
•.. donors were more flexible regarding the special situation of new or emerging 
women's organizations, including needs for funds for administrative and 
general operating expenses? 
.•. we had greater access to donor agency representatives in our own countries, 
either through embassies or the donor country NGOs, so that contact would not 
always require our investment in travel to donor countries? 
.•. donors would report back to us, after a site visit, about their reactions, 
questions and criticism~, so that we could understand their perceptions 
(whether or not they decide to fund us) and have an opportunity to clarify 
any misunderstandings. 
If t~e r7lationship betw7en dono~s and r7cipients is going to change, both 
parties will need to. be _involved i~ analyzing the relationship and suggesting 
new ways of communicating. What if women's groups took the initiative in 
~eginning a more open ~ialogue by more conscientiously expressing opinions and 
ideas about the workings of the donor agencies? What about a postcard to 
donors •.• 
SO T Y( 
0 
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THE ~EED FOR DIALOGUE ••• 
:POSTCA~l) TO J>ONOP..S ... 
bE:A':R. (\'\G\\.'\l\t of cloV1ov- '<\~p:Vlc~ v-epv-EseV1+c:div£.) 
We have some thoughts about the way (name of agency) manages its grants 
programme and wanted to share them with you: 
ABOUT TH~ WAY YOU D£.C.\t>£ 0"1 :PRO'J"'tCT 6;!A\.JTS .• 
D 
D 
It would be helpful if we could have more informatio~ on the process 
(i.e., how many people are involved in the decision-making process? 
how long does it take? what are the most critical elen~nts of docu-
mentation considered?) 
It would be useful if you could let us know specifically why you did 
or did not decide to fund our project. This will help us understand 
more clearly whether it is useful for us to apply in the future. 
A~OUT 't'OUR SIT£ 'llS\TS •.. 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
It's difficult for us when you send a different person to our project 
every time, since we have to re-initiate the person. 
It is intimidating for the people we serve to have to answer questions 
from your field staff. Do we have any say over how they conduct them-
selves when they come to visit? 
We just wanted you to understand that our programme staff needs to 
take time away from their activities to complete reporting require-
ments, so we would appreciate any streamlining possible. 
We're not sure how you use the reports, or if you even read them. 
It would be helpful for us to have some feedback on what we've 
submitted. 
The information you ask us for may be useful to you, but it is not 
helpful as a management tool for us. We have our own monitoring pro-
cedures and the reporting requirements would be much easier to ful-
fill if they were aligned with the information we collect from our 
internal evaluations. 
we view the donor/recipient relationship as a partnership and look forward to 
working out a relationship that benefits both of us. Hope to hear back from you 
soon! 
1------------~3------------
OUT OF DIALOGUE COME~ 
- WOMAN $++ARE -
A FORUM FOR THE EXCHANGE OF IVEAS ANV A SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
ON FUNDING SOURCES . .. 
The International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC) has undertaken a variety of 
activities during the Decade to increase the access of women's organiz~tions to 
government, foundation and church funding sources. The W0MAN$HARE ProJect, now 
in its initial organizing stage, combines technical assistance, ihformation, 
networking and advocacy to promote increased access to financial resources and a 
broader, more in-depth discussion on ensuring the long-term financial survival 
and growth of women's prograllllles. 
Women's organizations play a crucial role as advocates for change, both to 
br oa den the scope of the issues addres sed by governmental agencies and to ensure 
t hat governmental "remedies" actuall y imp rove women's daily lives. Women's 
organizations have developed policies and programmes responding to ideas and 
needs previously invisible in the public arena, reaching out to new 
constituencies and developing expertise in organizing strategies, programme 
development and implementation and organizational management. 
Th e f i nding of continued and new soarces of financing is a critical issue for 
women's programmes as they strive to provide services, create alternative 
development approaches and participate in country, regional and international 
networ ks. 
i 
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To provide a forum for the exchange of ideas, information 
and strategies related to the long-term financial survival 
of women's programmes. 
To provide information on existing funding sources for 
women's programmes and assist organizations to make contact 
with fu~ding sources appropriate to their prograllllle areas 
and region. 
To encourage continued discussion of the ideas and issues by 
women in Third World countries so that their concerns and 
visions are introduced into the broader arena . 
To provide on-going information and news of developments in 
the funding collJllunity to interested women's programmes. 
440W CA~ 't'0U GET INVOLV£J) 7 • 
Please share your ideas with us and let us know how you would like to be 
involved. Write to: 
IWTC 
777 United Nations Plaza 
New York, NY 10017 
USA 
•• 
e , 
... MEW IHITIATIVE3 
NAT IONAL NtiWORK 0~ WOME N"$, 1=UN:0~ 
A NATic1NAL COALITION OF WOMEN'S FUND-RAISING ORGANIZATIONS ... 
The low level of financial SYpport for women's programmes in the United States, 
("less than 4% of the $4.36 billion foundation and corporate grants in 1984") 
has prompted a dramatic increase in the number of women's funds. In 1980, only 
4 1vomen's funds were in existence. Today, there are 28- and this year they 
raised US$20 million for women's programmes across the United States. The 
emergence of such funds "reflects women's decision to take control of resources 
that in the past they either had no control over or let others control". 
In April, 1985, the National Network of ~/omen's Funds was formed bringing 
together representatives of 25 women's federations and foundations. For 
example, one of the participating federations is the Women's Funding Coalition, 
a New York City based coalition of 12 grassroots women's organizations. Its 
primary fund-raising strategy is to ask employees of major companies to support 
women's programnes through regular contributions to a payroll deduction plan. 
The Ms. Foundation is an example of a national foundation which raises money 
from foundations, corporations, individuals and special events. It supports 
1vomen's projects which meet its funding criteria with an emphasis on "self-help" 
projects working on "survival" issues. 
The purposes of the Network are : 
-to share information; 
-to provide technical assistance in fund-raising; 
-to help the members build funds that represent the 
diversity of women in their communities. 
and it is committed to: "education about and conscious efforts to include all 
the various characteristics of the communities being served - women of all 
social classes and incomes; all racial backgrounds; lesbians and heterosexual 
women; all age groups; and urban, rural, suburban and reservation women." 29 
For information, write to: 
The National Network of Women's Funds 
c/o Women and Foundations/Corporate Philanthropy 
141 Fifth Avenue 
New York, NY 10010 
USA 
PLEASE NOTE. THESE FUNDS GIVE GRANTS ONLY TO US WOMEN'S GROUPS. 
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woMEN lN DEVELO:PMENT £U'RO'PE 
A REGIONAL NETWORK TO LOBBY FOR POLICY ANV PROGRAMME CHANGE IN 
DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTIONS ... ~ 
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As a result of discussions at Forum'85 in Nairobi, the International Coalition for 
Development Action (ICDA) in cooperation with N0VIB, organized a meeting in Amsterdam in 
November, 1985 to discuss the possibility of launching an active netw?rk of European women 
working in development institutions. The new network known as WIDE will act as a network 
to lobby for change in the policy and practice of European development NG0s, national 
governments and the European Economic Community (EEC). 
The next meeting of the WIDE Network will be in Stockholm in November, 1986 and will focus 
on Africa. Task forces have been established and will begin working on different issue 
areas. In addition, the WIDE Network will be producing a bi-monthly bulletin. 
Launching of the WIDE Network and the maintenance of contact between WIDE and other 
networks - national, regional and international - will form a major part of ICDA's Women 
in Development Programme. 
ICDA, founded in 1975 is a network of over 500 development oriented groups and agencies in 
twenty-one industrialized countries. Its Women in Development Prograrrrne activities have 
included: a Women in Development Network of over 200 people, a Survey on the role and 
status of women in development NG0s, an International Workshop on women and development 
co-sponsored by ISIS International (Rome) and a Resource and Action Kit to use as a 
working tool for action to promote women's development efforts. 
For information, write to: 
Anne Clarke 
ICDA 
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1040 Brussels, BELGIUM 
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BEl..l.AGIO: DONORS MEETING, 
A VI A LOGUE BETWEEN VO NOR AGENCIES ANV WOMEN'S ORGANIZATIONS TO 
PLAN FOR COORDINATED ACTION • •• 
In December, 1985, women leaders from major donor agencies, non-governmental 
organizations and university-based women's programmes met at the Bellagio Conference 
Cent:r in Bellagio, Italy to share expertise and develop collaborative action plans 
for implementing the "UN Forward-Looking Strategies to the Year 2000", the major 
document of the United Nations World Conference in Nairobi. 
During three days of intense discussion, three general themes emerged indicating 
priority areas for immediate action if women are to effectively participate in the 
achievement of global development objectives. Under the general themes, 
consultative groups on sub-topics were formed to provide follow-up action on 
specific issues. 
These include: 
A) Economic Independence and Self-Reliance 
Water and Sanitation 
Development 
Farmers 
Small-Scale Enterprise 
Food Security & Women 
Self-Reliance 
B) Improving Women's Efficiency, Productivity, and Well-Being 
C) 
Women's Health 
Scholarship/Training 
Collective Participation 
Education and Change 
Statistical Collection 
National Machineries and Intermediary Groups 
Communication for Women and Development 
Women's Legal and Political Rights 
Priority measures for implementing the Forward-Looking Strategies include 
publicizing them through speeches and translations, bringing the voice of women to 
policymakers when resource allocation i~ under discussi~n, _providing core _support 
to NG0s active in women and development issues and continuing data collection and 
analysis of gender issues in development. 
The report of this conference "Post Nairobi Donors Meeting on Women and 
Development", includes the names and addresses of all participants and the names of 
the convenors of each of the 23 consultative groups. 
For a copy of the report, write to: 
IWTC 
777 United Nations Plaza 
New York, NY 10017 
USA 
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WHI\T'i HAPPEHIHG AT IWTC 
1. AN E.VALUA,TION IS UNI>E.R..WAY .. · 
Most of you by now have received a yellow ques~ionnair: w~ich asks for 
your opinions on IWTC's publications and ser~1ces. This ~s_p~rt of a 
worldwide assessment to help us develop m~ter~als and ~ct1v1~1es m~re 
responsive to your needs. We are also doing ,~-depth 1nt~rv1ews ~1th 
readers in the Philippines, Papua New ~u,~ea, Zambia, Jamaica, 
Colombia and Bolivia to give us additional_rnsight and _ understand)ng 
of issues and activities women are engaged in. The entire evaluation 
process should take a year, and we will be reporting to you on the 
results in subsequent newsletters. 
As part of the evaluation, we are also considering the preparation of 
a Working Note describing our experience ... what we hoped to learn, 
problems we encountered, as well as the process we used to ensure the 
evaluation is both a learning experience for all of us on staff as 
well as a tool for organizational development. Should you be 
interested in receiving a copy of the Working Note, please let us 
know. 
P.S. Many, many thanks to those of you who have returned the 
questionnaires. If you have not filled out the questionnaire, we hope 
you will take a few minutes to complete and return it. It is of vital 
importance to our future work! 
2.. WORKSHO:PS, iRAINlNG MATE.RlAL.~ ~ GUIJ>f.S ... 
MARKETING TECHNIQUES FOR INCOME-GENERATING PROJECTS: IWTC is working on the development 
of participatory training activities and practical techniques around such marketing issues 
as market research, quality control, pricing, promotion and distribution. The materials 
are designed for use with low-income women engaged in income-generating activities and are 
being developed, through a series of workshops, in collaboration with different groups 
throughout Latin America. In March, 1986, IWTC worked with Circulos Feminines Populares 
in Venezuela in the first of a series of such collaborative workshops during which time a 
basic set of materials was added to, adapted and refined. If you have ideas, experiences, 
or training materials you have found useful, please let us hear from you. If your group 
has an interest in joining in the collaborative workshop experience, please write. 
APPROPRIATE TECH~OLOGY AND W~MEN: Work is progressing on two more appropriate technology 
manuals. The first, Communicating AT to Rural Women, should be available in October, 
while the other manual, Lightening the Load, will be available in December. 
GUIDE TO WOMEN'S CENTRES IN LATIN AMERICA: This publication, entitled "Centres de la 
Mujer, Espacios de la Mujer," is a joint publication between IWTC and the Centro Flora 
Tristan in Peru. Providing names, addresses and descriptions of services and activities 
of more than 125 women's centres, this 224 page publication will be available (in Spanish 
only) in September, 1986. 
WORKBOOK ON WOMEN'S RIGHTS: Work is nearing 
versions of the now out-of-print "Rights of 
conventions of particular relevance to women . 
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Below is a list of currently available IWTC materials. All are free 
countries with the exce tion of those marked with an asteris *. 
res must be accompanie by pre-payment. See prices below. 
II 
A/ TITLE: 
Sub The Tribune (q~arterly publication, directed primarily toward Third World women, 
vides information on women's issues, projects and resources. In English, Spanish 
l'R.IC :i 
which pro-
and French. ) 
Individual issues (1976 - 1986) •.•••..••..•••......••. •....•.....•....•.....•••.•...••••• s 2.00 
One-year subscription (North America) ••..•.....•••....••••••..•......•. • .•.•••....••••••• $ B.00 
Europe, Australia, New Zealand ••....•........••....•.•.•............. • ............•.•••.. $12.00 
*Bl. Developing Strategies for the Future: Feminist Perspectives, 19BO ............•.....•••••• $ 4.00 
*BZ. International Feminism: Networking Against Female Sexual Slavery, 19B4 ................... s 6.00 
*B4. Women Taking Hold of Technology, 1984 (see page 56) ... . .......... . ........................ $ 6.00 
BS. Women Organizing, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters on women's efforts to form 
organizations, structures and campaigns), 1984 ..•....••................•.......•••.•.....• s 6.00 
B6. Women Using Media for Social Change, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters on women's use 
of media, and listing of women's periodicals worldwide), 1984 ............................. S 6.00 
B7. Women and Small Business, (bound volume of IWTC newsletters related to women's experi-
ences with credit and enterprise development), 1986 •.•.•••.•••••••••.......•.•.•••••••••.. $ &.DO 
CZ. Clip Art : Rural Women in Action, (collection of line drawings of women from different 
countries engaged in work-related activities), 1984 ....................................... S 3.50 
CJ. Clip Art: Feminist Lo1os and Sf!:-ols, (collection of feminist symbols culled from women's publlcationsrom arounthe world), 1984 ......................................... $ 3.50 
DI. Caribbean Resource Kit, (a guide to women's projects, activities and resources in the 
Eng ii sh-speaking Caribbean), 1982 ....... . ................................................ $ 8.00 
*E4. The Issue is Women, (slide-tape that introduces issues of women in developing countries 
to women in the United States), 1982 .....••............••••••••••.•••.•••....•••••..••••. $50.00 
*ES. Images of the Decade, 1985 (slide-tape, see page 58) ..................................... $70.00 
*E6. Wo:nen Ce 1 ebrate the Decade, 1985 ( s 1 ide-tape, see page 58) • . . • . . • • • • • • • . • . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . • $50. 00 
*E7. Women and Technolo If It's Not A ro riate for Women It's Not A ro riate, 1986 
s 1 e-tape, see page 56 .••....•...... . ...........•......•...........•...•....... . ....... $50.00 
G6. Decade Postdate, 1985 (see pa ge 59) .........•....•.. • • • • • • •· • • .. •· •· •· •· ••.•••••••••••••• $ 1.25 
H2 . Decade for Women In format ion Resources #1, 1984 ( see page 58) .••..••.••••...............•. 
H3. Decade for Women lnformat ion Resources #2, 1984 (see page 58) ···························· 
H4. Decade for Women Information Resources /13, 1984 (see page 58) ···························· 
HS. Decade for Women Information Resources #4, 1985 (see page 58) . ....................... .... 
H6. Decade for Women Information Resources #5, 1986 (see page 58) . ........................... 
Kl. Mi Proyecto: Como Financiarlo, (in Spanish, a step-by-step manual on raising funds 
for women's projects), 1984 .............................................................. . 
R3. Postcards on women's issues, 1985/86 (see pages 57 and 58) •.••.••..•••.................. 
R4. Posters on women's issues, 1985/86 (see pages 57 and 58) 
$ 2.00 
$ 2.00 
$ 2.00 
$ 4.00 
$ 3.00 
$12.00 
.30/ea 
$ 5.00/ea 
*RS. Tech and Tools Book: A Guide to Technologies Women Are Using Worldwide, 1986 (see page 56) SID.OD 
R6. Tech and Tools Report, 198~ (see page 57) •···················•··········•··············•· $ 3.00 
on the following pages is more detailed information about special series of materials available from IWTC. ss __________ ____. 
* 
WOMEH AHD 
IWTC's women and appropriate technology resources are designed for individuals and groups 
concerned with community-level activities to increase women's access to and control of 
technologies. With an emphasis on promoting "ideas into action," the materials include 
practical reference guides and idea books, with lists of names and addresses for follow-up, 
&lide-tape sets designed to stimulate discussion on issues, posters and postcards to increase 
awareness, and issue papers based on lessons learned from experience. 
B4. 
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WOMEN TAKING HOLD OF TECHNOLOGY, 
1984, 116pp. US$6.00 
An overview of issues, ideas, ap-
propriate technology (AT) projects, 
listi~gs of AT groups, training 
materials and manuals are provided in the 
following four revised and updated IWTC 
newsletters in this volume: Women and 
Food Production, Women Moving Technology 
Ahead, and Women and Appropriate 
Technology, Parts 1 and 2. 
RS. THE TECH AND TOOLS BOOK: A GUIDE 
TO TECHNOLOGIES WOMEN ARE USING 
l\'~,V WORLDWIDE, 1986, 200pp. US$10.00 
/ An illustrated guide to 60 tech-
nologies women are using worldwide with 
descriptions of each technoiogy's 
strengths, weaknesses and uses. Other 
sections provide guidelines for 
introducing AT components into women's 
projects plus listings of AT centres 
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Jt WOMEN AND TECHNOLOGY: IF IT'S NOT APPROPRIATE FOR WOMEN, IT'S NOT APPROPRIATE, 1986, $US50.00 
Issues confronting women in their ac-
cess to and use of technologies in 
development as well as examples of 
initiatives to respond to these prob-
lem~ are the subject of this presen-
tation based on discussions by women 
participating in the Tech and Tools 
event at Forum '85 in Nairobi. The set 
con~ists of eighty slides, 15-minute 
audio-cassette, script and a short 
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Two posters with matching postcards have 
been produced by IWTC to reflect 
positive images of women's roles in 
using and defining what is "appro-
priate." The "Give Credit Where Credit 
is Due" poster and postcard are 
available in English and French. The "If 
It's Not Appropriate for Women ... " 
poster and postcard are available in 
English and Spanish. 
Posters: $5. 00/ea (R4) 
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Alrican women larm•" produce 
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Postcards : 30 cents / ea or 4 for US$1.00 (R3) 
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THE TECH AND TOOLS REPORT. An illustrated description of the Tech and Tools event at Forum 
185, providing lists of technologies as well as names and addresses of the more than 60 
participants who worked in the following interest areas: agriculture, communication, 
health and sanitation, food processing, energy and income-generation. Report also includes 
responses to the event from the AT and development community. (1985, 20pp. US$3.00) 
TECHNOLOGY AND SMALL BUSINESS: WOMEN'S PERSPECTIVES. The use of technologies in small 
business and income-producing projects is the subject of this edition of THE TRIBUNE 
newsletter, which provides an overview of issues, project descriptions and a resource 
listing. (1984, 40pp. US$2.00) 
IWTC AND IT'S WORD PROCESSOR: WHAT WE WOULD HAVE DONE DIFFERENTLY IF HINDSIGHT HAD BEEN 
FORESIGHT. Four years of IWTC's experience in using a computer to develop systems for 
disseminating information globally is presented and analyzed in this re~ort. Obstacles, 
successes and recommendations for groups who want to use computers are included. (1984, 
24pp. US$2.00) 
._ ______________ s7 ______________ _. 
In July, 1985, more than 14,000 women from countries worl~wide came to Nairobi, Kenya to participate 
in the culminating non-governmental and governmental ~eetings_ of the Decade ~or Women. The events, 
activities and issues experienced at these historic meetings come to life in a variety of 
productions available from the International Women's Tribune Centre: 
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A series of 5 booklets are available with contact lists, 
and resources ef the Decade. 
bibliographies and guides to issues 
#1 - A PARTIALLY ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DOCUMENTATION RELATED TO THE WORLD CONFERENCE TO 
REVIEW AND APPRAISE THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOMEN, NAIROBI, KENYA, JULY 15-26, 1985. 
( I9S4, 22pp., 0s$2.00) 
#2 - A LIST OF WOMEN'S PERIODICALS FROM AFRICA, ASIA, THE CARIBBEAN, EUROPE, NORTH AMERICA AND 
THE SOUTH PACIFIC, with contact addresses to link women worldwide. (1984, 32pp., 05$2.00) 
#3 - AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF SPECIAL ISSUES OF PERIODICALS PUBLISHED TO COINCIDE WITH THE 
WORLD CONFERENCE TO REVIEW AND APPRAISE THE UNITED NATIONS DECADE FOR WOMEN AND THE NGO 
FORUM, with full contact addresses and cross-referenced by subjects covered. (1984, 
~. US$2.00) 
#4 - FORUM '85 ACTIVITIES LIST, a directory of groups and individuals that organized workshops 
and other activities at Forum '85. Published prior to Nairobi, but addresses remain 
useful. (1985, 72pp., US$4.00) 
#5 - IMAGES OF NAIROBI: REFLECTIONS AND FOLLOW-UP, an 
~ Nairobi events, with a synthesis of issues and I ~~/ (1986, 60pp., US$3.00) 
AS A WOMAN I HAVE NO COUNTRY ... poster 
in blue: AND THEY SHALL BEAT THEIR 
POTS AND PANS ... poster in purple. 
Postcards in black ink on white back-
ground. Posters: US$5.00/ea. Post-
cards: 30 cents/ea or 4 for US$1.00 
Posters: R4 Postcards: R3 
illustrated guide to Decade themes and 
resources for 18 major women's issues. 
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S1.1Pf/TA'PE ~tTS: 1MAGES OF THE DECADE, 1985, US$70.00 
IMAGES 
OF THE 
DECADE 
FORUM 85: 
WOMEN CELEBRATE 
THE DECADE 
From International Women's Year, 1975, 
and the meeting in Mexico City to 
Copenhagen in 1980 and Nairobi in 1985, 
this 131-frame slide-tape set to music 
from around the world, gives a panoramic 
view of the Decade for Women. The set 
includes a 16-minute cassette tape and 
script. 
FORUM '85: WOMEN CELEBRATE THE 
DECADE, 1985. US$50.00 
Eighty colorful slides, a cassette tape 
and script bring images of the 9-day 
meeting in Nairobi alive to those who 
could not attend, as well as those who 
were there and want a vivid reminder of 
the experience. 
THE TRIBUNE #22 (1st qtr '83); THE TRIBUNE #26 (1st 
qtr '84); THE TRIBUNE #30 (1st qtr '85). Three 
special issues of IWTC's quarterly newsletter, THE 
TRIBUNE, focusing on plans for the world conferences 
for the Decade for Women, both govern~ental and 
non-governmental. In English / Spanish / French. 
(US$5.00 as a set or US$2.00 each) FORUM '85 NGO PLANNING COMMITTEE FINAL 
REPORT. Official report of the NGO Forum 
Planning Committee, including lists of 
resource persons, major events, Planning 
Colll11ittee members and workshop 
schedules. (1986, 105pp. Free) Limited 
number available from IWTC. 
DECADE POSTDATE. This final edition of the 5:pa~t 
Decade Update series serves as a ~efe~ence fo~ indi-
viduals and groups seeking concise information on 
the major themes and meetings that took place in 
Nairobi. ( 1985, 8pp. US$1.25) 
L._-----------~1-------------
INTEiHATIOHAL WOMEH"'$ TRIBUNE CTR 
The International Women's Tribune Centre (IWTC) is an international, non-
governmental organization set up following the International Women's Year 
T~ibune held in Mexico City, 1975 . IWTC responds to and s~pports th~ ini-
tiatives of women throughout the Third World who are actively working to 
promote the more equitable and active participation of women within the 
development process of their country. Through a variety of activities, in-
cluding the development and production of information and resource 
materials, training manuals, workshops, references and referrals, staff 
exchanges and internships, IWTC's work is carried out in three interlocking 
prograrrrne areas: Technical Assistance and Training; Information Services; 
and International Networking. Linking together groups and individuals who 
are working on similar research, act ion and/or advocacy activities is a 
vital component of IWTC's work 
IWTC' s work is supported by grants from the deve 1 opment agencies of the 
governments of Sweden, The Netherlands, Norway, Australia and Canada, with 
additional funds coming from church and foundation groups in the USA. 
-- - -------------------------------
PLEASE NOTE: 
All IWTC publications, except for those with an asterisk (*) beside them, 
are free to women and women's groups in the Thi rd World. However, we 
suggest that you still use this order form when requesting materials. 
TITLE QUANTITY ITEMCOST TOTAL 
POSTAGE AND HANDLING (see below) 
TOTAL $ 
p OSTAGE AND HANDLING: 
USA AND CANADA - For orders under $25.00 add 15% for postage and handling. 
For orders of $25.00 and over, add 10%. Please enquire about special postage 
rates for bulk orders. 
ALL OTHER DEVELOPED COUNTRIES - Add 25% of sale for surface mail or 50% of 
sale for air mail printed matter. 
YOUR NAME 
ADDRESS 
STATE 
------------------________________ CITY 
-------
_______ COUNTRY _______ ZIP CODE ----
ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID IN US$. PLEASE MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE 
TO: INTERNATIONAL WOMEN'S TRIBUNE CENTRE. 
SEND TO: IWTC, 777 United Nations Plaza, New York, NY 10017, USA 
